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KADHO RELEASES THE WORLD'S FIRST INTERACTIVE 
LANGUAGE IMMERSION EBOOK WITH CULTURAL SONGS 

 

Kadho’s First Free eBook, “Mochu Says Goodnight,” Allows Parents to 
Begin Teaching Spanish, French, Italian and English to Babies and Toddlers 

 
Irvine, CA (May 20, 2015) – Once upon a time, parents read from a storybook or made up a tale when 
tucking children in bed. Wishes for sweet dreams and a kiss on the forehead was all that was necessary 
for slumber. Nowadays, brain research shows those moments before bed are a wonderful time to learn 
the key sounds for Italian, Spanish, French or English! Kadho, the educational tech company that wants 
to make every early moment matter, introduces its first eBook, Mochu Says Goodnight. 
 
Now ready for free download on iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Android and Kindle devices, this sweet story 
of Mochu the Penguin hides some very important components – the key sounds for emerging foreign 
and native languages. You say cat and another mother on the other side of the globe says chat or gato. 
Because newborns through preschoolers have the ability to hear and pick up sounds, their brains keep 
these early language lessons and use them later in 
life – like 6th grade Spanish class! 
 
The illustrations and sounds of the eBook take tots 
on a short journey as caregivers can read, play and 
sing along with baby. With Kadho’s amazing brain-
nourishing music, hidden sounds and adorable 
characters, the eBook compliments the game App 
Mochu Pop launched by Kadho earlier this month. 
Together or alone, these science-influenced stories 
and games introduce the basic phonology for English 
and other foreign tongues. 
 
Kadho explains on its website, www.Kadho.com, by 
age 3, about 85 percent of the wiring in children's brains has already been formed. Telling the same story 
night after night comes with a prize – an abundance of brain connectors for future language learning. 
  
ABOUT KADHO 
Kadho was founded by two PhDs and backed by a strong network of early childhood educators, 
neuroscientists, linguists and child psychologists. Kadho Inc. is utilizing the last 50 years of brain 
science to develop games and eBooks to maintain and enhance the innate abilities that children are born 
with. Kadho is proudly incubated at EvoNexus. For more information, visit their informative website, 
www.kadho.com. 


